OUR MISSION
Nationalities Service Center prepares and empowers immigrants and refugees in the Philadelphia region to transcend challenging circumstances by providing comprehensive client-centered services to build a solid foundation for a self-sustaining and dignified future.
Dear Friends,

On behalf of the staff, volunteers and Board of Trustees of Nationalities Service Center (NSC), we are very pleased to present NSC’s 2015 Annual Report.

It is difficult to capture in words what an incredibly transformative year it was for NSC. With the launch of a new three-year strategic plan in June, we revised our vision and mission to make it clear that NSC is an agency committed to holistic, client-centered services that are exceedingly well-considered and culturally competent.

With an eye toward this client-centered service model, we completed several initiatives to improve the infrastructure that supports our programs. Most critically, we renovated our 1216 Arch Street headquarters to increase service space and create a dignified environment in which our clients can feel secure. In June, we launched a new Health and Wellness Department, which elevates the importance of health and mental health access for all those who come through our doors. Finally, we overhauled our website to provide a more flexible platform to inform the community about the work we do and to respond in real time to the emerging crises that impact the day-to-day operations here at NSC.

But most importantly, we continued to serve more than 5,300 immigrants and refugees from 100 countries. NSC resettled 604 refugees, including our first Syrian family who arrived in November 2015. Our staff attorneys opened 75 asylum cases, and we served 641 survivors of torture in the Philadelphia Partnership for Resilience program. The expanding Growing Home gardens, in which refugees can grow culturally-appropriate food and strengthen relationships in their community, were featured in National Geographic in September 2015.

We are so grateful to the many talented staff, volunteers, interns and other skilled professionals who work tirelessly to serve each client who walks through our doors. We could not do this work without their expertise and compassion.

The expansion of our services and the improvements to our infrastructure are truly a testament to the incredible generosity of our donors and partners. We are deeply appreciative of your support, and we hope you will continue to engage in this important work with us.

Kind regards,

Alicia Karr
Board Chair

Margaret M. O’Sullivan
Executive Director
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NSC by the Numbers

- **604:** Refugees resettled during 2015, from countries such as Democratic Republic of Congo, Eritrea, Burma, Afghanistan, Ukraine and Syria
- **4,046:** Number of times NSC was called to interpret for limited English proficient populations
- **641:** Survivors of torture served by the Philadelphia Partnership for Resilience (PPR)
- **1,070:** Legal clients assisted with family reunification, removal defense, asylum applications, and naturalization
- **190:** Refugees placed in full- or part-time work, with an average starting salary 25% higher than minimum wage
- **535:** Individuals trained in our English language courses
- **150:** Languages available for interpretation and translation services
- **75:** Number of asylum seekers assisted by NSC attorneys in 2015

2015 Financials *

**Revenue**

- **Grants & Contracts:** 52% $2,749,089
- **Charitable Contributions:** 24% $1,260,558
- **Service Fees:** 22% $1,183,896
- **Investment Income & Other:** 2% $86,725
- **United Way:** 0% $2,493

**Total Revenue:** $5,282,761

**Expenses**

- **Programs:** 89% $3,761,792
- **Management:** 8% $322,685
- **Fundraising:** 3% $132,267

**Total Expenses:** $4,216,744

Note: NSC also received in-kind goods and services in the amount of $1,115,691 in the form of volunteer / pro bono hours, good, etc. *These financials are based on audited figures from FY15.
THANK YOU TO OUR 2015 SUPPORTERS
NSC is committed to working with immigrants and refugees in the Philadelphia region to build a solid foundation for a self-sustaining and dignified future. Our critical work would not be possible without the generous contributions from these individuals, business, and foundations listed below:

**LEADERSHIP CIRCLE**
$100,000 and above
Margaret Harris and Phil Straus *
The Philip and Lynn Straus Foundation

**SANCTUARY CIRCLE**
$10,000-$99,999
Aetna Foundation
Samuel S. Fels Fund *
First Hospital Foundation
Independence Foundation
The John A. and Margaret Post Foundation *
Philadelphia Bar Foundation
Straus-Harris Foundation
United Nations Voluntary Fund for Victims of Torture
Women’s Way

**FREEDOM CIRCLE**
$5,000-$9,999
Austelle Foundation
Ballard Spahr LLP
Church & Dwight Employee Giving Fund, Inc.
Clare Paul Roche *
Claneil Foundation
Jane Butcher Foundation
John Chou and Teresa Wallace
Michele Hangley *
Sprague Foundation
The Tega Foundation *
The Allen Hilles Fund
Patricia Kind
The Mill Spring Foundation *
The E. Rhoda Shaten Charitable Foundation
Brian L. and Aileen K. Roberts
Western Association of Ladies for Relief and Employment of the Poor

**OPPORTUNITY CIRCLE**
$2,500-$4,999
The Byers Foundation
The Coleman Foundation
Hangley Aronchick Segal Pudlin & Schiller

| Health Care Improvement Foundation |
| William Mezger * |
| Edward Resovsky * |
| Richard and Laura Steel |
| Lorle and Bert Wolfson * |

**TRANSFORMATION CIRCLE**
$1,000-$2,499
American Immigration Lawyers Association - Philadelphia Chapter
Marc and Jill Altschuler *
AmeriHealth Caritas Services
AmeriSourceBergen
Sally Baraka
Beneficial Bank
Bemis Company Foundation
Debra Cesario *
Terry Decker and Adam Shapiro
DLA Piper
Dolfinger-McMahon Foundation
The Drumcliff Foundation
Duane Morris LLP
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Angelica and Eugene Eshbach *
Shannon and Edward Farmer
Joseph and Jane Goldblum
Independence Blue Cross
Keystone Digital Imaging
The Kirsznar Family Fund of The Philadelphia Foundation
Meyer Design, Inc.
Margaret O’Sullivan *
The Fred Ochroch Charitable Fund
The Edward and Helen Oppenheimer Foundation
Juliane and Dzanan Ramic *
RSF Social Finance Local Initiatives Fund
Howard Simon and Katie Hangley
Walter and Christa Snow
Marian Scheuer Sefaer and Abe Sefaer
David and Cynthia Trovato

**HOPE CIRCLE**
$500-$999
James K. Abel
Mohamed Nabil Bakry *
Baumann, Landau & Simon
Peter Bessen
Blank Rome LLP
Carol Cook
Beth and Marty Deitchman
Zoe Devaney *
Judy and Roy Eidelson
eXude Benefits Group, Inc.
Elizabeth Gemmill
William and Mary Hangley
Witold and Marcia Henisz
Michael and Kimberly Hicks

| Jason and Sue Jaquette * |
| John Kim |
| Klaso Immigration Law Partners, LLP |
| Eliott Klein |
| Kate Lang Rivera * |
| Marshall Dennehey Warner Coleman & Goggin |
| Alexandra Moede |
| Dennis Mulligan * |
| Mutual of America |
| Wojtek and Anna Paciorek |
| Penn Construction Company * |
| Duncan Pitcairn |
| Radian |
| Opal N. Ripley |
| Sagacious Consultants |
| Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis LLP |
| Frank and Kathleen Seidman |
| Elizabeth Shapiro and Michael Torrey * |
| Omer Tiben |

**COMMUNITY CIRCLE**
$250-$499
Aasima Ali and Shahzeb Danish
Richard Altman
Alan Barlow
Joseph Best
Sally Bonet
Ingrid Brown
Lynne Brown and Elizabeth Stokes
Henry and Anna Bryan
Antonio Bryant
Ray Bryant
Amy Laura Cahn
Cozen O’Connor P.C.
Robert and Roma Dockhorn
Nancy Dunleavy *
Dunleavy & Associates *
Evelyn and Marc Duivivier
Donald L. Edwards
Thomas and Nancy Eshelman
Bill and Anne Ewing
Marita Green
Suzan Greenberg
Margaret Grover
Faith Hartman Cohen
Joseph Hohenstein
Debi and Ron Hoxter *
Tuong Huynh
Representative Babette Josephs
David Kannerstein and Winnie Lanoix *
Alicia Karr *
Peter Kelly
Josephine Klein
Moira B. Ma
Patricia Ma and Rob Krebs
Samuel P. Mandell Foundation *

* Includes Capital Campaign Gift given directly to NSC, through Global Giving, or as a portion of a larger gift to the organization.
Stacey Meadows
Tendai Mutsinze
Elizabeth O’Neil *
Kathy Ochroch and Peter W. Hilton-Kingdon
Jennifer Olsheski
Robert Perkel
Philadelphia Gas Works
SiNae Pitts
Badonna Reingold
Firas and Zina Saidi
Michael Sheketoff
Gayle and David Smith
Josh Spivak and Lara Rhame
St. Mary’s at Penn
Tim and Carmen Tantum
Kathleen and Anthony Tarquinio
Robert Thomas
Josh Tizzard *
Tom Wilson Weinberg and John Whyte
Alan and Leni Windle

NEW BEGINNINGS CIRCLE
$100-$249
Susan and William Abrams
The Agnes Irwin School
Martha L. Ankeny
Alan Ankeny
David and Christine Arenson
Patricia and Anastasios Arhontoulis
Nabil Bakry
Charles Baranowski
The Bartlett Family Foundation
Wendy Batson
Gene and Ginny Beier
Judith Bernstein-Baker
Ann and William Birdsall
Jerry Block
Lauren Bornfriend
Steve and Carol Bowman
Jeffery L. Braff and Hope Comisky
Ann Brown
Nancy Burack
Jack and Anne Burch
Meghan Burnett and Matthew Vitagliano
David and Debra Burt
David Bushnell and Kim Pelkey
Lisa Campbell
Willo Carey and Peter Benoliel
Jordan and Nuala Carpenter
Cynthia Claus
Hilary and Elizabeth Connor
Casey Cook
Martha Cooper and Fred Gerhart
John Corgan
Nino DeProphetis
Elizabeth DeSouza *
Lily Dideban *
Christopher Dougherty
Nancy Drye
Gary Emmett and Marianne Ruby
Leonard and Helen Evel
Exelon
Judith Farling
Nan Feyler and Lisa Shulock
Michael Fleming
Allison Fried
Paulette Gabriel
Jill Garland
Rafal and Brenda Gorski *
Terry Graboyes
Stephen and Mary Grover
John and Janice Grover
H & S Business Partners, Inc. *
John and Toby Harke
Stephen Harris and Laura Bagley
Kevin Hexstall
Matthew I. Hirsch
Emily Hirshorn
Eric and Abby Hocky
Maureen Holland
Katelyn Hufe
Stephen and Susan Huntington
Abbie Hyde
Immigration Justice Group
Greg and Karen James
Beverley Jordan
Deepali Kakar
Thomas Kramer and Pamela Price
Ingrid Kraus
Reinhard and Sue Kruse
Linda and John Lang
Rachel Lawton
Ki Sin Lee
Andy and Ruth Levy
Sara and Fabian Lima
Susan Lin
Kathleen Lion
Michelle Mancini
Adnan Mansour
Lynn Marks and Clifford Pearlman
Ankita Mehta
Linda Mingone
Matt Morano
Carey Morgan
Wayne and Betty Murri
Nature’s Gallery Florists
Lawrence and Carol Nichols
Kevin and Carolyn O’Brien
Barry and Grace O’Sullivan *
Kathleen O’Sullivan *
John and Kay Page
Peter Pedemonti
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society
Janet Pinkerton
Margaret Rees and Gerald Brown
Marge Richards
Emiliano Rodriguez
Donald and Alice Rogers
Mirriam and Howard Rosen
David and Susan Rosenzweig *
Fern and Steve Rotfeld
Daniel Ryan
Dan Ryan
Sachs Law Group, LLC
Mario Sarno
Nadia Schafer
Arthur Schmidt
Alan Schnoll
Marinda and Harry Schwartz
Helene Seydoux
Gretchen and Adam Shanfeld *
Dayna Sharp *
Nico Simon
Katie Sinha *
Hannah Spielberg
Howard Spodek
Rossaine Ricketts Sterling
Burke and Nancy Stinson
Nancy Straus
Samantha Sussman
Morris and Martha Swartz
Mary Sweeten
Vera Tolbert, Ph.D.
Kimberly Tomczak
Richard Torpey
Chris and Lee van de Velde
Kristen Wendt
Merrily Williams and Richard Summers
David and Iline Winikur
Kathy Withrow
Gary and Vicki Wolf
Sharon Wynn
Dina Yousef
Michael Zebe

SUPPORT CIRCLE
$99 and below
Allan and Helga Abramson
Allan Aclo *
Mona Ahmed
Oscar and Mary Allen
Amazon Smile
Pam Anderson
Jonathan Arlook
Ron Avery
Dene Bernstein
Danielle Bossert
Michael Bradley and Adrienne Hessert
Zemoria Brandon
Tyler Brelje
Kathryn Brown
Frank and Marie Campisi
Hannah Cartwright *
PRO BONO SERVICES
We offer heartfelt thanks to the following individuals and organizations that have donated their expertise this year to help us achieve our mission of helping immigrants and refugees.

ActionAIDS
Allan Aclo, Esq.
Dr. Renée Anderson
Ballard Spahr LLP
Blank Rome LLP
Belmont Center for Comprehensive Treatment (Dr. David Goodwin)
Blank Rome LLP
Ronna Bolante
Bravo Health
— Irene Feigin, Licensed Psychologist
Judge Renée Cardwell Hughes (Ret.), American Red Cross Eastern Pennsylvania Region
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, Refugee Health Program
Dr. Matthew Clark
Community Legal Services
Carolyn Davis
DeafCANI, Deaf Community Action Network
Dechert LLP
Delaware Valley Community Health, Fairmount Primary Care Center at St. Joseph’s Hospital
DLA Piper LLP
Drexel Eye Physicians
Drexel Women’s Care Center
Duane Morris LLP
Dr. Judy Eidelson
Einstein Center for Refugee Health
Carol Gantman, Ph.D.
Dr. Suzan Greenberg
Independence Charter School
Tannia Jauregui, Esq.
Jefferson Family Medicine Associates
The Jefferson Mindfulness Institute, Aleeze Moss
Joanna Labov
Jamie Lee, Esq.
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Nemours Pediatrics
New Eyes for the Needy
Anna Paciorek, Esq.
Penn Center for Primary Care
Pepper Hamilton LLP
Philadelphia Department of Public Health
Reed Smith LLP
Dr. Kathleen Reidy
Abel Rodriguez, Esq.
Rutgers School of Law
Maiken Scott
Stephanie Sesker
Smile Dental Care Center
Jonne Smith
Keren Sofer, Psy.D.
Sunrise of Philadelphia
Lindsey Sweet, Esq.
Faith West
Wharton Community Consultants
Anne Wilms, CAI
Medical Center
Wharton Community Consultants

IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS
Thank you to the following organizations that have made significant in-kind contributions this year.
Thank you so very much for your generous support! We couldn’t do it without you!

OUR VALUES
NSC is a non-sectarian organization. As such, we serve all immigrants and refugees in need of our services without regard to immigration status, nationality, race, religious beliefs, class, age, gender or sexual orientation or political opinions. We endeavor to serve all clients with dignity and respect, guided solely by their presenting needs and a commitment to keep them free from harm or exploitation. NSC staff serve all clients to the best of our ability and hold no group in “special status” with regards to services provided. We do not accept donations to provide services only for one particular group as we strive to meet the needs of our clients indiscriminately.